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Today’s objectives

 Share the main cornerstones about Risk Management in
Banking sector
 Focus on how to define risk strategy and choose the most
efficient organization to manage risk in Banking sector
 Share an example of an efficient Risk Management process
 Understand how the crisis change the approach to Risk
Management in Banking system
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Risk-controlling cornerstones
Risk-controlling
cornerstones
Risk
governance

Risk
identification
Risk
analysis and
assessment
Risk
steering

Short-term end products

Medium-term end products










Detailing of risk strategies
Finalization of recruitment
Definition of responsibilities for all core
processes
Definition of competency assignments
Systematization
– Ongoing monitoring of the risk situation
– Assessment of the need for adjustment



Identification of key risk drivers
(idiosyncratic and systematic)




Definition of the first soft limits
Definition of processes for setting and
adjusting limits and for limit escalation




Transfer to hard limits after test phase
Definition of remaining core processes



Establishment of instruments, measures
and responsibilities for risk controlling
Challenge: transaction vs. segment



Inspection of assumed methods/models and
adjustment if required (risk measurement and
assessment)

Risk reporting
– Validation of structure and
requirements in terms of content
– Identification and addressing of the
need for optimization
Establishment of the most important
processes and responsibilities for risk
monitoring



Complete implementation of the identified
optimization requirement in the risk reporting
Evaluation of practicality (e.g., flash reporting
vs. processing report)




Risk
monitoring

Documentation/
compliance

Definition of overall risk strategy
Definition of risk organization, incl.
committee structures
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Definition of the overall risk strategy

Principles

CLIENT EXAMPLE

 Derive potential risks based on overall business strategy
 Define risk strategy and appetite to set balance between risk reduction and
economic targets

 Define operational risk types (e.g. credit, market, liquidity, operational risk) to
manage identified risks

 Determine target variable to assess the overall risk of the bank (e.g. expected
loss)

 Consider legal requirements
 Define responsibilities for review and potential adjustments of the risk strategy
Adjustment of
risk strategy

(e.g. board of directors), of methodologies and processes (e.g. asset liability
management, portfolio steering committee)

 Determine frequency for review of risk strategy, e.g. at least yearly
Risk culture

 Define cornerstones of risk culture
 Create transparency of internal and external risks such that warning signals be
passed on

 Identify measures to align risk appetite of individual employees with risk profile of
organization as a whole
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Definition of strategy for individual risks necessary to implement overall
CLIENT EXAMPLE
risk strategy
Cornerstones for individual risks



Define relevant risks (e.g. credit, issuer, contractant risk) to manage
this risk



Define measures to actively limit default risk



Determine types of market risk to actively limit market risks
(interest rate, credit spread, and FX risk)




Restrict trading activities of treasury




Ensure sufficient liquidity even under a stress scenario



Consider measures to reduce risk (e.g. early warning systems,
monitoring)

Default risk

Market risk

Liquidity risk

Operational
risk

Select asset basis (single vs. portfolio) for risk management

Set the degree of diversification of the funding (both in terms of
sources and with regard to the term and instruments)



Define reporting form and frequency



Reputational risks: Reduce risk of reputational damage through
public reporting



Legal risks: Reduce dangers arising from noncompliance and
possible changes/ errors in case or applicable law



Capital/regulatory risks: Define possibilities to prepare for
changes in capital requirements

Other risks

Risk strategy builds
foundation of risk
management methodology (sensitivities,
VaR,…) for all relevant
individual risks based on 4
components:




Risk identification




Risk steering

Risk analysis &
assessment
Risk monitoring and
reporting
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Board and senior management responsible to ensure understanding of
risk strategy throughout the organization
 “The bank’s Board of Directors has responsibility for setting the bank’s
Board





Senior
management

tolerance for risk”
“The Board should also ensure that management establishes a
framework for assessing the various risks, develops a system to relate
risk to the bank’s capital level, and establishes a method for
monitoring compliance with internal policies”
“It is likewise important that the Board of Directors adopts and
supports strong internal controls and written policies and procedures
and ensures that management effectively communicates these
throughout the organization”

 “Bank management is responsible for understanding the nature and
level of risk being taken by the bank and how this risk relates to
adequate capital levels. It is also responsible for ensuring that the
formality and sophistication of the risk management processes are
appropriate in light of the risk profile and business plan.”

SOURCE: Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, June 2004
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Eight important questions need to be answered about the structure of the
risk management organization
To be detailed on
the following pages

1 What is the current explicit or implicit mandate of the
risk function? What should be the future mandate?
2 Should structure of direct CRO reports ("CRO-1")
be organized by division or by risk type?
3 Where is the best position in the risk organization
for each key function?
4 Should the risk organization be centralized or
decentralized?
5 What is the best way to coordinate the international
risk organization (e.g., local risk managers)?
6 What are the key roles that need to be hired?
7 What is the best overall FTE resourcing?
8 What is the best credit committee structure?
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1 Key elements of the risk management function's mandate are its
strategic objective and its role within the organization
Key elements to be covered in a mandate



State the strategic objectives of the risk organization to support
business growth




Define the role of the risk organization



Outline responsibilities and interaction between risk and nonrisk functions

Define the coverage of key risk management functions and
activities

Best-practice mandates clearly articulate that risk management
is a thought partner to the BUs such that



Risk management is formally involved in the strategy
development process



Risk managers have strong business/decision-making orientation



Line managers proactively seek counsel of skilled risk managers
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1 Risk functions transform mandates through 3 stages of increasing
maturity and sophistication that build on
c "Value creation" additional
each other
mandate
a "Controlling/ monitoring"
mandate
What is
the role?

What is
required?

b "Value protection" additional
mandate
Evolving risk management into
a competitive advantage



Risk is predominantly a checker
of risk controls and monitor of
exposures



Risk is an enabler and supporter
of risk-based dialogues



Risk is an advisor and active
leader of risk-based discussions
and decision-making



Requires transparency of risks
across organization







Enterprise-level risk
management methodologies,
analytic tools and
infrastructure (e.g. rating
models, limit and reporting
systems)

Help define overall risk
appetite and draw implications
for strategy

Advise Board on overall risk
appetite and draw detailed
implications for strategy



Proactively engage the Board
on risk and controls



Proactively engage the Board
on risk management options



Work closely with CEO, CFO
and business unit heads to
manage capital and riskadjusted return on capital



Lead provisioning and capital
allocation process and
provide recommendation to
CFO and CEO on capital
allocation and implied returns



Support profitable growth
through decision support,
vetoes and recommendation
of choices for key portfolio
decisions (e.g. capital
allocation, underwriting, pricing)



Ensure the right risk controls
are in place



Help promote a strong risk
culture throughout the
organization



Work closely with CFO on
external communication (e.g.
rating agencies, analysts,
regulators)

Examples
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1a The controlling/monitoring mandate

NON-EXHAUSTIVE
EXAMPLES

Description

 Ensure full transparency of risks
Strategic
objectives

 Control and manage risk exposures for market, credit, and operational
risks within limits

 Ensure that sufficient risk controls are in place and risks exposures
Role of risk
organization

Key risk
management
activities

are monitored within specified limits

 Establish risk IT infrastructure
 Develop risk analytics and risk models
 Conduct risk monitoring
 Compile aggregate enterprise-level risk reporting

Division of
responsibilities
and interaction
with others

 Monitor and control business activities through embedding risk
controls into business processes (e.g., early warning indicators, risk
acceptance criteria, risk controls, limits)

 Key interactions on defining rules, guidelines, limits and managing
exceptions
9
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1b The value protection mandate

NON-EXHAUSTIVE
EXAMPLES

Description

 Protect capital base and focus on risk avoidance/mitigation
Strategic
objectives

 Ensure regulatory compliance
 Assess risk–return tradeoffs in strategic & operational decisions
 Risk is an enabler and supporter of risk-based dialogues

Role of risk
organization

Key risk
management
activities

 Help to facilitate risk appetite and risk strategy discussion
 Establish risk-adjusted return measures in business planning (e.g.
economic capital management process)

 Provide insights and implications in risk reporting
Division of
responsibilities
and interaction
with others

 Provide guidance to Business through risk-adjusted return evaluation
of opportunities

 Support strategic and business planning process
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1c The value creation mandate

NON-EXHAUSTIVE
EXAMPLES

Description

 Facilitate business growth by advising Business on key risk
Strategic
objectives

Role of risk
organization

Key risk
management
activities

Division of
responsibilities
and interaction
with others



exposures and options to manage and/or mitigate them
Develop a distinct competitive advantage based on risk management
skills (e.g., in businesses "others won't touch")

 Act as a peer to business unit leasers to optimize risk/return decisions
 Have a "seat at the table" during strategic discussions to ensure






appropriate consideration of risks
Be a thought partner in finding ways to act on strategic intent while
remaining in the defined "risk sandbox"
Advise on risk appetite and strategy discussion
Lead capital management and allocation
Conduct portfolio management for key risks (credit and market risk)
Establish multiple lines of defense and overall control concept (Risk,
Audit, Compliance)

 Provide special expertise and insights to support business growth
 Highly collaborative way of interaction between Business and Risk
during each stage of developing and executing business strategy (e.g.,
strategy formulation, business planning, business operations, etc.)
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1 At a more refined level, the mandate details key responsibilities
CLIENT EXAMPLE
of the CRO across all dimensions of risk management
Mandate

Key responsibilities

 Identify and understand key risk exposures across the enterprise, including
Create transparency of
risk exposures




correlations between geographies, types of risk and customer segments
Establish and oversee a formal risk-review process allowing top management
to "drill down" on risks and risk management practices of specific units on a
regular basis
Analyze the impact of certain economic, social, environmental, and
competitive scenarios on the company's financial condition, and franchise
value and recommend non-managerial approaches

 Help define and articulate the enterprise risk appetite and integrate it into the
Clearly articulate risk
appetite and strategy

strategic planning process

 Translate enterprise risk appetite into capital allocation and specific limits
for each relevant dimension (e.g., type of risk, geography, business group)

Build robust risk
management
organization

Ensure adequacy of
risk management
policies, processes,
systems, and practices

 Maintain a robust and independent CRO organization
 Develop standards for risk management infrastructure to be applied


enterprise-wide
Have formal involvement in selecting and evaluating the performance of Risk
Managers (at corporate and BU level and risk types)

 Develop and maintain enterprise-wide risk policies and support business and



staff groups in creating group-specific risk policies
Ensure that key risk management processes such as risk monitoring, control,
and mitigation are in place at the enterprise, business and functional level
Monitor consistency of practices with risk policies and risk strategy
12
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2 There are three different archetypes to consider for
the risk organization CRO-1 model

Archetypes for coverage model of risk
function
1.
Risk
type
aligned

2. Hybrid

3.
Division
aligned

Description


Credit

Market Ops

CorRetail
porate

Retail

Wealth

…

Group
Market
Risk

…

Corporate

Banking and
Markets

Focus on risk
types having
special functions
for those

Examples




Clear specialization 
on risk types
possible
Best use of available
talent

Strong risk
integration
function required
to avoid siloed
approach



Mixture: focusing 
on full risk, view of
large divisions, and
some risks
centrally managed

Mixture of both
models – allowing
view on main
divisions



Heavily complex
and operationally
challenging



Align and
consolidate risks
across several
divisions/business
units



Follows banksteering approach
(typically by
divisions)
Avoids risk silos



Partially
duplicating
functions
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3 Risk organization with clear allocation of functional
responsibilities
CRO

Direct reports (“CRO-1”) 2nd level reports (“CRO-2”)

Functions to cover/responsibilities






Credit

Credit


Market and
liquidity risk

Group strategic
risk management

Central group
risk functions


Operational risk

Other areas not
in scope



Operational risk
management





Remedial workout
Credit approvals
Credit administration



Portfolio
management



Market and liquidity
risk management












CLIENT EXAMPLE

Restructuring and workout corporate and retail
Centralized credit approvals (exception for international
business might be required)
Credit-monitoring documentation, reporting
Portfolio analysis, limit monitoring and reporting
Credit stress-testing
Business liaison and alignment
Credit risk models
Risk valuation and planning in M&A process
Daily risk measurement and aggregation (typically also
counterparty risk)
Market and liquidity risk models
ALM and FTP
Market risk stress-testing




Risk policies



Economic capital









Risk infrastructure
and systems




Aggregated risk reporting (including regulatory reporting)
Enterprise risk management
Monitoring and limit systems
Economic capital measurement and management,
allocation, and budgeting
Central risk systems, models, and data
Project management



Op risk measurement
& management
BCP
Antifraud
(IT security)






Operational risk management
Business continuity planning
Antifraud
IT security





Risk reporting and
ERM

Policies setting, implementation, and supervision

Legal
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4 The are 3 major organization archetypes with varying centralization:
fully centralized, centralized/divisional, and fully decentralized
Potential evolution over time based on
 Maturity evolution of risk function
 Size/degree of importance of international
Fully centralized

Centralized with divisional coordination
CEO

CEO

CFO

Exemplary
Organization
structure

CFO

BUs

Credit

Operational

Market

Compliance

Risk
ops

BU risk
officers

BU risk
officers

BU risk
officers

BU risk
officers

BU risk
officers



Description

CRO



Decentralized

Subject risk officers are
responsible for risk management
across all BUs
Central risk organization includes
centralized functions (e.g. analytics,
etc…) and coordinates risks that cut
across risk types
Central risk organization also
controls international banking
(e.g., credit approvals)

CRO

CEO

BUs

BU
CRO

Credit






Operational

Market

Compliance

CFO

BU
Line

Operational





BUs
BUs
BUs
BUs

BU
CROs
BUs
BUs
BUs

Market
risk

Risk
ops

Subject risk officers are responsible for
risk management across all BUs incl.
International Banking
Central risk organization includes some
centralized functions (e.g., analytics, MIS,
etc…) and coordinates risks that cut across
risk types
Coordination function for Risk exists in
International Banking that ensures that
central policies are executed locally
Authority will be delegated to divisions
depending on size, maturity, and regulatory
requirements (e.g., credit approvals)

CRO

Credit
polices

Infrastructure

BU CRO has primary
responsibility for risk
management within each BU
BU CRO has a complete and
self-contained risk organization
with individual subject type risk
officers
Central risk organization
includes some centralized
functions (e.g., analytics) and
may include some risk type
specialization

Examples
15
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4 Should the risk organization be centralized or decentralized?
Archetypes for
coverage model
of risk function
Fully
centralized

Centralized
with divisional
coordination

Decentralized



Full central control and
enforcement



Clearest responsibilities for risk
functions



Might neglect/not appropriately
reflect specifics especially for
international



Exceptions from centralization
might be required by local
regulator



Reflects degree of
coordination required
(especially with international)



Needs strong/fully functional
group risk processes to ensure
unified standards across the
Group



Fully reflects local
requirements





Strong self-standing local risk
functions

High efforts and coordination
required to ensure Group wide
standards
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4 For example, Deutsche Bank has a highly centralized setup
with only central resources and no divisional CROs
Split of risk functions
Group

Example functions

Description of operating model















Centers of
expertise

Shared services

Division








Risk appetite and limit setting
New product approval
Emerging risk identification
Definition, monitoring, and
evaluation of policies
Ad-hoc requests and reporting
Portfolio management
Issue and event management
Regulatory relations
Regulator mandated activities
Risk rating models
Model validation
Group-wide risk stress testing,
e.g.., credit and market risks



Monitoring limit breaches
Credit, market, and operational
risk reporting
Data validation




Loan origination
Operational risk identification










CLIENT EXAMPLE

All risk functions housed at Group level
No divisional CROs – only functional and risk
process heads at Group level
Risk Centre determines all risk appetite, policies,
and standards for all risk activities for Group and
divisions
Group's mandate also covers Legal, Compliance,
and Treasury
All risk processes are run and managed by
central function
Business divisions have no decision-making
authority relating to risk management and have
small risk unit that performs an advising function
and acts as liaison with Group on joint projects
Risk budget and resources across organization
determined centrally by Group
Manages shared services and centers of
expertise which are effectively embedded in
central organization
Strong COO managing operations across risk
organization with focus on low cost and process
expertise for all risk activities

17
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4 HSBC has a strong central organization with regional CROs

CLIENT EXAMPLE

GCEO

Group Chief
Risk Officer

Wholesale
and Market
Risk

Retail Risk

Risk
Strategy

Operational Security
Risk
and Fraud
Risk

Chief Executive
Officer

Audit
Committee

Regional
Group Business Regional
CROs
CROs:
CROs
Insurance,
Global Banking
and Markets,
Private Banking

CEO

Board
(if it exists)

Country
CROs
Chief Risk Officer
Asia-Pacific

Head of
Risk
Subsidiaries
and Associates

Head of
Wholesale
And Market
Risk

Head of
Risk Strategy

Head of
Operational
Risk
Management

Head of
Consumer
Credit Risk

Head of Planning, Organization Management and
Communication
18
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4 HSBC Risk function transformed over the past 15 years as
bank undertook the journey to become a global champion
HSBC’s risk organization chart (2000)
Dual reporting
structure

HSBC’s simplified risk organization chart (~2010)

Risk management
and compliance

Formal risk
organization

Operating
Entity CEO

Investment
Banking

Group Chief
Risk Officer1

Group Audit
Committee

Wholesale and
Market
Risk

Retail
Risk

Risk
Strategy

Operational
Risk

GGM Credit
and Risk

GGM Legal
and
Compliance

Operating
Entity
Chief Credit
Officer (CCO)

Formal risk
organization

Chief
Executive
Officer HBAP

Group
Executive
Committee
Security
and
Fraud
Risk

Group Head
Office

Commercial
Banking

Traded
Markets
Development
and Risk

Risk management
and compliance

GCEO5

BoD
Group Chief
Executive Officer
(GCEO)

CLIENT EXAMPLE

Group Business CROs:
Insurance,
Global Banking and Markets, Private
Banking

Audit
Committee

Regional
Regional
2
CROs
CROs

CEO2

Board
(if it
exists)2

Country
CROs1

GGM
Internal
Audit

Chief Risk Officer
Asia-Pacific4

Head of
Risk Subsidiaries and
Associates

Head of
Wholesale
and
Market Risk

Head of
Risk Strategy

Head of
Operational
Risk
Management

Head of
Consumer
Credit Risk

Head of Planning, Organization Management and
Communication

How Risk at HSBC changed
Risk
organization focus
Risk
organization level



HSBC’s formal risk organization expanded from credit risk to other types of risk.



HSBC added regional-level CROs in the last few years. While all regions/countries must follow HSBC’s Group Instruction Manual,
each area has its own lending guidelines (e.g. to what industry to lend).

1 GCRO -1 and country CRO reporting to Regional CRO information as of September 2009
2 Country CRO reporting to CEO (type not indicated) and Board (type not indicated), Regional CRO structure, and Asia-Pacific CRO structure as of March 2011
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8 Typically, decision making is delegated downward
from committees
Suggested composition
Credit
Committee
Committee
levels


Sub credit
Committee

1st level
decision
body

Individual
levels




2nd level
decision
body

3rd level
decision
body









Board members
Directors of business lines
(if not Board members)
E.g., on smaller credit,
international executives
Executives
Directors/heads of business
lines (if not Board members)
1 or 2 business heads or
individually appointed
employees
Chief credit officer
1 or 2 deputy heads of
individually business
appointed employees
Head of approval
1 or 2 other authorized
persons or individually
appointed employees

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Escalation rules

 Decision
bodies'
effectiveness to
be ensured by
limiting the
number of
escalations to
1 level only
 Ongoing
monitoring of
escalation
volumes and
overruling
required

 Risk should always be part of
the decision body and cannot
be overruled (with the
exception of the Board)
 Business' independent power of
authority is defined by Risk
 Typical decision bodies should
encompass
– No more than 2 credit
committees
– 2 - 3 individual level decision
bodies comprising 1 Risk
and 1 Business employee
 The members of the decision
bodies should be identified both
by role and by risk assessment
skills
 Power of authority can be
awarded at individual level
according to experience,
performance, and qualifications
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Overview of risk management process across risk types
Risk analysis
and assessment

Risk identification

Individual risks

Instruments



Credit risk
– Credit default risk
– Issuer risk



Expected loss
and other risk
measurements
Early-warning
indicators





Counterparty risk
– Performance risk
– Repayment risk



Net exposure



Monitoring (predeal check)




Interest rate risk
Foreign exchange risk







Monitoring
Hedging



Credit-spread risk






Short-term liquidity
risk
Strategic liquidity risk



Inter. rate sensit.
Foreign currency
sensitivity
Stress scenarios
Credit-spread
sensitivity
Liquidity profiles
(basis and
stress)




Monitoring
Funding/issue
planning

Liquidity
risk

Operational
risk

Outsourcing risks
Other operational
risks



Loss database



Escalation processes for SLAs
Establishment of
risk culture







Risk monitoring
and reporting
Reporting

Initial
measurements

Default
risk

Market
price
risk

Risk steering

CLIENT EXAMPLE





Limits Daily Fortnightly

Monthly

Restructuring
(incl. extension)
Sale
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CLIENT EXAMPLE

Detailed risk controlling for default risk
Key content
1
Risk
identification
2
Risk
analysis
and
assessment
3
Risk
steering

 Credit risks identification (credit default risk, issuer risk) from credit portfolios
 Counterparty risks identification (performance risk, replacement risks, repayment
risk) from customer derivatives incl. exposure calculation and netting methodologies







Regular monitoring by early-warning indicators, expected loss and net exposure
Overview of current prioritization logic for credit and default risk
Annual monitoring of borrower creditworthiness (rating analysis)
Regular evaluation of securities
Regular credit risk stress-tests to assess unexpected credit risks

 Credit portfolio steering approach necessary for an active portfolio management
 Examination and approval of loan decisions (credit underwritings, competency


assignments, etc.)
Limit setting and steering for counterparty risks (incl. pre-deal check)

4

Risk
monitoring

 Comprehensive default risk reporting (incl. rating migration and concentration risks)
 Counterparty risk reports incl. processes for monitoring and reporting
 Monitoring of risks and assessment of fit with overall business strategy with suitable
organizational and committee structures
22
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Credit risk

1 Default risk clustered in credit and counterparty risks –
focus on credit risk
Assets

Risk types
Credit risk

Credit default
risk

Loans

CLIENT EXAMPLE
Focus

Description
 Risk of deterioration in creditworthiness or
credit facility failures

Bonds/promissory loans
Issuer risk

Money market



Risk of deterioration in creditworthiness or
loss of issuers



Risk of concentrating on a single risk
factor, or a small number of risk factors,
within the portfolio
Transfer-/Conversion risk1
Risk of deterioration in creditworthiness or
failures of countries

Structured
products

Default risk
Concentration
risk




Country risk
Counterparty
risk

OTC derivatives
Credit
derivatives
Repos
Settlement

1 Predominantly for foreign-currency transactions
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Credit risk

1 Client example of an initial portfolio credit risk assessment

CLIENT EXAMPLE

EAD in EUR bn.
Portfolio by term of legal maturity excluding extensions

Portfolio by product
EAD
In EUR bn.

No. of
transactions

2010

11

100%
Loans
Bonds

2010

11 - 15

Proportion of EAD

Country risk

Percent

EUR billion

16 - 20

21 - 30

31 - 40

> 40

100
80
60



40



20

Europa

Top 10 borrower units
comprise 30% of the portfolio
Top 50 borrower units
comprise 47.5% of the
portfolio

UK
US

0
0

1000

2000

3000

Counterparties

Asien
ROW
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Credit risk

2 Example of individual credit case documentation including
minimum requirements for early-warning indicators

CLIENT EXAMPLE

A viable business model
Company

Green Yellow

Name:

…

Sector:

Interior

Products:

Head rest, seat systems, centre console

Red

…

PD rating:

…

EAD:

…

External limit:

…

Comment



Market
potential



Revenue 2008: …
EBITDA 2008:

K.O.




Intensity of
competition




B Financing need
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

50

Market
position
Financing
need

0




Customer
portfolio



-50

-x
-100

-x

-150

-x

-200

-x


Cost
position




2008

09

10

11

12

2013

Low innovation headroom in
product groups
High cost pressure
Little consolidation of head rest
and centre consoles, seat systems
very consolidated (top 3 >60%)
High pressure from low-cost
countries
Significant risk through new entries
from leading seat manufacturers
Good market position in seat
systems
No leading market position in head
rests and consoles
Strong focus on Europe (x%), little
diversification of customer portfolio
(top 3 x%)
Aftermarket business low at x%
(mainly seat systems)
Production already largely
relocated (x% LCC)
Few economies of scale compared
with competitors
High share of overhead costs (x%)

Total
25
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Credit risk

2 Overview of prioritization logic for credit risk

CLIENT EXAMPLE

Restructuring and
workout

I Early warning

II

Watchlist

Problem assets

Sub-segment Date

Performing assets

Subsegment 1 Sum of EaD

…

…

…

…

…

Count of counterparty …

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Subsegment 3 Count of counterparty …

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Subsegment 4 Count of counterparty …

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Count of counterparty …

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Subsegment 2 Sum of EaD
Sum of EaD
Sum of EaD
Total EAD

Total no. of counterparties

Facilities in focus

Grand total



Creation of transparency required with regard to methodology and processes for inclusion in the watchlist and
facilities in focus; specified criteria:
– Facilities in focus: 30dpd; or other criteria
– Watchlist: 60dpd; or other criteria
– Problem assets: restructuring and workout assets



Aside from an optimization of early-warning signals, clear assignment and description of roles, responsibilities and
processes is particularly decisive
– Does documentation exist for all early-warning cases?
– How much transparency does exist for problem assets?
26
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Credit risk

2 3 approaches to monitor borrower’s creditworthiness to be considered

Quantitative rating
(statistical score)

Combined rating

QCA









Statistical techniques

– Logistic regression
– CHAID

Combine statistical
score and qualitative
rating to combined
rating, e.g.:

Focus on quantitative
or quantifiable data

– Weighted average
– Percentile

– Financials
– Credit bureau
information

– Demographics
(e.g., age)

– Operating
environment

– Cash flow

adjustment of PD

forecasting

– Matrix
– Logistic regression

– Asset valuation
– Management, etc.



Presented as a series
of questions with predefined answer
options (check boxes)



Yields stand-alone PD

– Account data
(e.g., balance,
monthly turnover)



Typically few factors

Manual/judgmental
appraisal of the
business
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Credit risk

CLIENT EXAMPLE

2 Current market valuation already prices in a significant haircut

Country
Country 1
Country 2
Country 3
Country 4
Country 5
Country 6
Country 7
Country 8
Country 9
Country 10
Country 11
Country 12
Country 13
Average

Source:

Haircut on market price in the
event of default1

Measures to derive scenarios

 Development of implicit default expectations
for individual markets and derivation of
implications with regard to the recoverability
of individual items

 Fixing of trigger values based on recovery
rates for the sale of individual items

 Simultaneous review of the EL calculation

Moody‘s Investor Services (April 2010 report, Global Credit Policy, Special Comment on Sovereign Default and Recovery Rates,1983-2009);
Standard & Poor's (report of 27 April 2010, Research Update: Greece Long- And Short-Term Ratings Lowered To 'BB+/B'; Outlook Negative;
'4' Recovery Rating Assigned To Sovereign Debt)
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2 Implementation of stress-testing useful in order to assess credit risks
Goals of the stress-testing

Core variables

Regulatory requirements
 Adherence to the regulatory
requirements under MaRisk
Transparency/communication
 Common understanding of
possible economic scenarios and
their impact
 Assessment of the
performance/risks of the portfolio in
unfavorable economic scenarios
Control
 Enabling timely responses to
potential changes in market forces
 Support with decision-making for
portfolio transactions by evaluating
a scenario-based unexpected loss

Definition of the model
structure using
2 dimensions



Modeling of scenarios
– level of detail to be
defined (from worst-case
scenario for the overall
portfolio to individual
events for different
portfolio segments)



Definition of the
methodigical approach
(PD, LGD, EAD) –
degree of complexity to
be defined (from expertbased model through to
the development of a
multifactor model)

"Stressed" PD,
LGD at portfolio
level

"Stressed" EL at
sub-portfolio and
individual asset
level
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2 4 step-approach to implement stress-testing methodology
Conceptual phase

Objective and
key elements of
methodology

 Definition of the





goals for settingup a stresstesting approach
Selection of
relevant
scenario types
based on
defined goals
Definition of the
underlying
modeling
structure

Identification of the relevant
portfolio clusters and their
risk factors

Definition of
scenarios

 Definition of the segmentation  Definition of





of the portfolio and portfolio
clusters to provide a
differentiated specification of
the scenarios
Identification of relevant risk
drivers, for the determined
macroeconomic variables,
portfolio clusters
Translation of macroeconomic
variables into risk drivers





relevant historical
and hypothetical
scenarios
Quantifying of the
scenarios and
documentation
including
underlying
assumptions
Mapping of the
scenarios across
risk factors

Implementation

 Translation of





scenarios into
core variables
(PD, LGD)
Piloting and
validation of
parameter
estimates
Consideration of
potential
adjustments and
implementation of
tool
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3 To set up best practice credit underwriting, banks need to decide on
two important aspects: on the division of responsibilities between front
office and risk and on the decision-making and delegation framework
A
Division of
responsibilities
between Front
Office and Risk
B
Decisionmaking and
delegation
framework
C
Additional
improvement
levers along the
credit process
chain




Market-led vs. Risk-led models with sub-types
Differentiation by customer segment and business complexity





Delegation matrix: number of levels, thresholds
Metrics used for differentiation: exposure measures and risk
measures (e.g., EL, PD, Rating)
Committee, rotation, and individual decision






Process design and efficiency
Organization and governance
Supporting documents and tools
Explicit risk selection
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3A Best practice credit processes typically follow one of two main models:
market-led model or risk-led model
Two organizational
philosophies observed
in the market

 "Market-led" model:
Front office is
responsible for
developing proposal
and performing full
credit analysis; riskoffice role is focused on
reviewing and validating
the credit application file
 "Risk-led" model:
Front office's main role
is to focus on business
and client relationships;
Risk office has to take
the initial proposal and
work it into a full credit
analysis to submit for
approval

Market observations, %
Structured
business
(cash flow/
asset based)

Corporate
business
(counterparty
risk)

100% =

8

Market-led

~40

Full duplication

~10

Risk-led

~50

19

~70

100% =

9

Market-led

~30

Hybrid

~10

Risk-led

~60

0
~30
18

~85

~15

0

Germany International banks

 Often, no differentiation of organizational model for
corporate vs.
structured business
 Some tendency to
shift to "risk-led"
models, especially in
times of economic
downturn/worsening
credit ratings and
provisions
 Germany has
stronger tendency
towards risk-led
model because of
regulation (MaRisk)
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3A Several models are possible within the two broad categories
Origination
Sales/
origination

Analysis and assessment
Structuring

Analysis

Rating
(pre-fill/
approval)

Front office
Risk function

Decision
Credit
application

First vote

Final vote

Full FO
approach

Marketled
models1

FO rating
prefilling
(for standard
business2)
FO-led
deal team
(for complex
business)
BO analysis (for
standard
business2)

Risk-led
models1

Full risk
approach
(for complex
business)

Final rating provided by risk function (FO information/input)

Risk involved via deal teams, but FO-led

FO performs only light analysis, including prerating/cashflow models – analysis and application completed by risk

Risk is involved in
structuring of deal

Risk performs full analysis
and sets rating

Full risk
approach
Risk organization as
Risk performs full analysis
"credit product expert"
and sets rating
1 Simplified process; interaction between structuring and analysis not shown
2 E.g., participations and corporates
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3B Credit approval authority typically is tiered based on a matrix of
exposure size and risk level
Matrix Exposure/Expected loss

 Total client group exposure
is the mandatory parameter

>xxx

Decision
body B

Decision
body B

Decision Decision Decision
body A
body A
body A

xx - xx

Decision
body C

Decision
body C

Decision
body B

Decision
body B

Decision
body A

xx - xx

Decision
body D

Decision
body D

Decision
body C

Decision
body C

Decision
body B

xx - xx

Decision
body E

Decision
body D

Decision
body D

Decision
body C

Decision
body B

<xx

Decision
body E

Decision
body E

Decision
body D

Decision
body C

Decision
body B

<xx

xx - xx

xx - xx

xx - xx

>xxx

 Expected loss is the
additional parameter
recommended to define
decision authorities

 Thresholds need to be
calibrated to optimize the
trade-off between
responsibility/skills and
target workload

Total
client
group
exposure
QR
millions

 The approach helps to focus
the effort of the most
skilled resources on the
most risky deals while
streamlining the decisionmaking process

Expected loss
QR thousand

 Possible alternatives in case of no available Expected



loss data:
– EAD * PD
– PD/rating
Additional parameters can be identified in the customization phase (e.g., collateral type, product, client)
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3C Additional improvement levers have significant impact on
credit process efficiency and effectiveness
Optimization levers


Process
design and
efficiency





Organization
and governance







Supporting
documents
and tools







Explicit risk
selection





Streamline processes endto-end
Differentiate processes
Increase standardization of
process steps
Realign organizational
sales setup
Consolidate similar functions
Introduce credit processes
manager
Increase responsibilities
Reduce conflicts of interest
Increase loan application
quality
Restructure loan documents
Develop easy-to-use
documentation/ checklists
Reduce manual work by
simple script automation
Develop joint sales/risk
credit strategy
Operationalize credit
strategy in credit standards
Increase accountability in
credit decisions
Introduce active credit
portfolio management
Build up early warning
system

Detailed on
following pages

CLIENT EXAMPLE

Specific implementation examples



Define differentiated process steps (data gathering, analysis, controls, …) for
different segments according to complexity, risk, volume – map differentiation into
documents, establish clear guidelines (approx. time expectations)



Sales responsible for genuine sales tasks
– Sales prepares overview part and proposal of loan application
– Sales assistants carrying out administrative tasks (document handling,
data entries, …)
– Introduce credit analysts for financial analysis and loan application




Simplify documents, shorten loan application, and structure work
Match 1st and 2nd vote to loan application and take redundancies out
(exactly-copied text)
Make credit standards assessment integral part





Jointly, between sales and risk, develop investment guidelines – Map credit
strategy guidelines on key risk dimensions with clear thresholds for single deal level
Structure documents and differentiate process according to credit standards




Reduce number of committees involved to reduce socialization of responsibility
Track performance of credit analysts with credit license system



Identify relevant portfolio and deal-level early warning signals based on
statistical data analysis and expert judgment
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3C Differentiate credit process into standard and complex cases to
DISGUISED SME
enhance effectiveness and efficiency
CLIENT EXAMPLE
Differentiated process
Day 1

Complex
parameters1
 Holding
structure
 Low rating
 Long term
product
selected
 …

Day 3

Complex process
 High depth of analysis
 Extensive checks
 High-frequency full
review

Risk

Standard
parameters1
 Volume less
than X QR mn
 Collateral
offered
provided
Approach
to
by customer
risk analysis
 …

Day 2

Noninvestment
grade
Investment
grade

<X

X-Y

>Y

Standard process
 Adapted depth of analysis2
 Pragmatic client
documentation
 Plausibility checks
 Lower-frequency review

Volume, QR million

Benefits to Bank
 Assignment
of relevant
applications
to relevant
analysis and
decision paths
– Providing
proper
expertise
– At lowest
cost
 Streamlined
process for
simplest cases
leading
to productivity
increase
within the risk
organization
(touch time
reduction)

1 Examples only
2 E.g., use of internal database and models instead of case-by-case property assessment for smaller real estate assets
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3C Define clear responsibilities between Sales and Risk –
this will also decrease Sales workload
Chapters of the credit application
I. Customer (excluding rating)
II. Limit and exposures
III. Reason for application (including business structure)
IV. Profitability
V. Summary statement
Guiding principles





Clear division of
responsibilities
between sales and
risk
Fewer administrative
tasks for sales
people
Unit with best
capabilities
responsible

VI.1 Existing business relations
VI.2 Main risk elements
VI.3 Risk mitigating factors
VI.4 Industry and portfolio strategy
VI.5 Risks assumed towards company group
VI.6 Other commitments

CLIENT EXAMPLE

Credit analyst







VII.1 Main customer details
VII.2 Market situation/competitiveness
VII.3 Management, share of owners, business strategy
VII.4-6 Financial analysis, other operating risks calculated,
maximum amount of assumable risk
VIII. Collateral
IX. SWOT analysis
X. Conditions of approval
Appendix Rating assignment
Appendix Collateral








Sales
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4 Best-practice credit risk reporting (1/2)

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Portfolio exposure

Portfolio quality

By geography

NPL ratio, %
0.84
Funded

By segment over all countries

8

4
Value

0.77

Aug
2010
1,060

Jun
1,108

0.65

0.56

Jul
2011
1,012

Aug
950

5
2

2

2

Specific provisions

Provisions

3
1

514.97

514.97

514.97

1
40.64

40.64
Country 1 Country 2 Country 3 Country 4





CorRetail
porate.

SME

Other

Aug

Special
Finance

Jun

Jul

2010





x
x
x

40.64

Portfolio impairment provisions

576.23

72.49

576.23

72.49

Aug

576.23

72.49

EoY (exp)

EoY (bud)

2011

x
x
x

Distribution of credit risk economic capital

Portfolio rating
Exposure
by rating,
rating
master
scale
Exposure
by rating,
rating
master
scale
Previous year

Limit

By geography

Previous quarter

Current month

6
4
2
1

A1





A2

A3

B1

B2

B3

CC

DD

EE

Country 1

Country 2

Country 3

Country 4

x
x
x

Suggested recommendations
 x
 x
 x
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There can be no doubt – the crisis we have experienced was a
major crash of the financial sector with broad implications
Market capitalization dropped

ECB provided additional liquidity
Main refinancing operations volume
(EUR billions)

3,900
2,700

2,300 2,300 2,100

3,200

Global Banking

-72%
120



80



40
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2008

Q1

Q2

2009

Government asset purchases and
guarantees (USD billions)

Eurozone
UK

2006

07

08

09

Total US and European bank charge-offs and
writedowns (USD billions)2

3,700
1,600

Instruments/markets
disappeared
Business models
evaporated

Banking sector experienced heavy losses

State aid increased

USA

Index1

IMF estimate ranges
from 1,600 to 2,600
billion USD
800

900

2008

09E

2,100

1,700

"Let me make this
clear: banks have
lost every right to
shape their
regulation again"
EU head of banking
regulation
"Don't tell me I can
learn something
from bank's risk
management
approach"
CEO of major
European utility
"But for politicians,
bankers are the
least trusted
species"
Journalist

2010-13

1 Datastream defined global banking price index; 100 % = January 1, 2006
2 IMF Global Financial Stability Report, April 2009
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Many institutions are taking a hard look at how they manage risk
Loss of
confidence



“Given recent events, we have lost confidence in our
ability to reliably assess and respond to our risks.”

Discontinuities



“We do not sufficiently understand how our risks are
changing, as a result of changes in our environment or
in our own strategy.”

Finding
balance



“We need a better approach to ‘set the dial’ on risk
taking, to avoid whipsawing between too bold and too
conservative”

External
scrutiny




"Regulatory changes will reshape all we do" (bank)
“We are under increasing pressure to bring our risk
management to best-practice levels.”

Efficiency



“Our risk management approach is too complex,
bureaucratic, and ineffective. How can we increase
value or decrease waste?”
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What went wrong in risk management?
Risk transparency

Risk ownership



Weaknesses in basic risk
infrastructure



Major flaws in risk strategy, market
bias



Overreliance on mathematical
models



Unclear risk appetite and risk taking
capacity



Limited understanding of liquidity,
capital, and accounting implications



Lack of top management
“involvement”

Risk decision making




Insufficient information flow



Skill deficiencies across the entire
organization

No clear responsibilities for key
risks

Risk culture & incentives




Misaligned incentives



Lack of guts to take bold
managerial actions

No explicit risk culture,
accountability for risk evaporated
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A holistic view of Enterprise Risk Management

Culture and
performance
transformation

Risk
environment

Risk
organization
and
governance

Insight and
RISK
transparency

Enterprise Risk
Leadership

Risk-related
decisions and
processes

Risk
environment
Natural
ownership,
risk
appetite,
and
strategy
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A post-crisis definition of Risk Management

A component of the company’s management that ensures
transparency and insight around the company’s key risks
(increasingly changing in today’s environment), ensures
optimal risk-reward balance in key strategic and
operational decisions that drive company performance,
and contributes to company health through a strong risk
culture and risk capabilities
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A best-practice ERM system requires 10 building blocks
1. Risk identification and prioritization
2. Risk reporting
3. Emerging risk identification (“risk foresight”)

Insight
and risk
transparency

8. Risk culture diagnostic
9. Risk dialogue
Culture and
performance
transformation

Enterprise risk
leadership
10. ERM blueprint
and championing

Risk organization and
governance
6. Board-level risk governance
7. ERM functional model

4. Decision on overall
risk appetite and
strategies for key
risks
Natural
ownership,
risk appetite,
and
strategy

Risk-related
decisions and
managerial
processes

5. Linkages and tools
to risk-enable key
decisions and
processes
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2. Risk reporting – cascading risk reports tailored to different
audiences
Report

More facts

More synthesis

Enterprise
view of risk

Target audience

 Board
 Top
management

Content

 Current market outlook
 Enterprise risk heat map
 Top 10 and emerging


Overview by
key risk

 Function

Overview by
BU

 BU heads

Risk fact
base

 General

EARNING VOLATILITY, MARKET VALUE AND STRESS
TEST EXPOSURE SCENARIOS

risks
Peer comparison

 Synthesis page for each

heads

key risk

 Synthesis page for each
BU

 A chapter for each key


risk
A chapter for each BU

Best practice risk reporting tells a story, doesn’t just
overwhelm with numbers or facts
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2. Risk reporting - Example of Risk MIS focused on
decision support
SANITIZED CLIENT EXAMPLE
 Comprehensive
Capital adequacy

Credit Risk

Group CT1 ratio (%)

Net write down (€ mln)

7,95

8,00

7,95

4.100
1.250

7,50

Latest

Eoy fct

Eoy
Fct

Eoy
08
Coverage
ratio
32
(%)

Eoy
Bdg

Market Risk

Liquidity Risk

VaR (€ mln)

All CCY gap (€ bln)

IB

393

344

308

220

195

173

Mar

Apr

May

276
140

June

Stress test “post Lehman”,
IB (€ mln)
1.200

990

960

8

4
-9
Q4 08

Mar

Apr

May

70

56

47

1 1 3
WM M

42

33

31

2.400

3.200

-10
Q1 09

Name crisis
32

Mar

Apr

May

Giu

15,4

14,4

13,7

14,0

723

726

706

Impaired
loans
Q4 08 Q1 09

Eoy
fct

Apr

May

EL

xx

xx

xx

xx

PD (%)

xx

xx

xx

xx

12

May

-2
Q2 09

-3

Q4 08

35

27

Mar May Jun
Survival
250 120 150
days

150

140

Q1 09

Q2 09

VAR (€ bln)
Market downturn
34

3,4

3,3

3,3

3,3

TSA

1,5

1,5

1,5

1,5

AMA

1,9

1,8

1,8

1,8

Q2 08

Q308

Q4 08

Q1 09

5

Mar May Jun
250

100 120

perspective clearly
framing overall Bank
risk position

 Explicit flagging of
 Consistent metrics

475

10

 Top-down

critical areas

Operational losses (€ mln)

40

Stress tests (€ bln)
1.070

747

Operational Risk

5

CPV IB
(€mln)

Portfolio evolution (€ bln)
6.300

Target
8,00%

measurement
of all risks

 Deep dives on
selected critical
priorities (e.g., credit
risk) with details of
key points of
attention and
proposed risk
mitigating actions
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3. Emerging risk identification: in hindsight all early-warning KPIs
suggested a “bubble” in the US Real Estate market
Home ownership vs. rental cost1

Level of leverage
Debt and equity share of the US residential
Bubble period housing stock
Percent, 1945 - 2007

Delta
Long-term trend
600

100

500

80

400

Debt (i.e., mortgages)

60

300

40

200

Equity (i.e., the homeowner's share)

20

100
0
1993

EXAMPLE

96

2000

04

2007

0
1945 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 00 2005
Debt
share

Home price vs. GDP per capita
Median price per single home family
GDP per capita
Bubble period
250

20%

32%

38%

52%

Percentage of new mortgages that were 100% financed

33

+62%

200

24
16

150
0
1988

1992

1996

2000

2004

2008

3

3

2001

02

8

03

04

05
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4. Focus on risks with a good return and where the bank has a
competitive strategic advantage as a “natural owner”
Stay in the game
 Keep growing with the
market
Market risk
 Limit investments on risk
to
Banking book
maintenance/substitution
Credit risk
purposes only
Break down risks along
2 dimensions
 Risk ownership – bankcompetitive advantage
(measured with a
structured
assessment)
 Risk attractiveness –
risk-adjusted return,
based on average
market data

1 Home Equity Line Of Credit

“Best
owner”

Prime
mortgages
Overdrafts

Risk
ownership

HELOC1
“One of
the pack”

Car
loans

Revolving
cards
Personal
loans
Subprime
mortgages
Small
Business
loans

Low
Get out!
Risk attractiveness
 Don’t take risks/”sell”
 Reinforce lines of defense for
unavoidable risks

High

Go for it!
 Increase risk
exposure and
market share
 Maintain strong
position on
“lines of
defense”
Handle with care
 Evaluate
investment
opportunity as a
risk-return tradeoff (reinforce
“lines of defense
or limit risks)
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8. Risk culture diagnostic – A survey and interview approach can
locate risk culture hotspots across the organization
Sweeping under
the carpet

Ignorance

People are hesitant to
communicate mistakes.
Although firm focuses on
systems/structures to avoid
further issues, there is
insufficient sharing of and
learning from mistakes

People in firm are perceived
to be over-confident, albeit
less than pre the crisis,
which is potentially a byproduct of the type of people
working
in banking; nevertheless,
coupled with a desire to
take more risk it could be
dangerous if left unchecked

No Challenge

Fear of bad
news
Denial

Disregard
for risk

Detachment

Indifference

Overconfidence

Poor
communication

Gaming
Ambiguity

There is a lack of clarity on
firm’s risk appetite in some
areas, driven partly by a
lack of transparency and
consistency on risk
decisions and an absence of
joint working/planning

Slow
Response

Overall, employees
appear to be highly
motivated to be mindful of
quality in their work,
driven by a genuine
concern about the
implications of what
they do

Avoidance

Unclear
Tolerance
Lack of
insight

Employees strongly
believe firm has an open
culture where challenge is
welcome, driven by
effective formal structures
to facilitate discussion;
although there is some
evidence that there is
limited challenge beyond
these forums

Beat the
system

Tension exist within firm,
between firm and other
units, and between the
front line and control
functions driven by
structures and internal
competition

Passivity
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8. Risk culture (example): Bear Stearns collapse
OUTSIDE IN - SIMPLIFIED
Case summary
• Consolidation of power in a core leadership team led to a lack of internal challenge and fostered
overconfidence in the organisation, leading to its eventual collapse

No Challenge







Severe subprime
exposure, with large
writedowns in 2007,
led to eventual sale to
JPMorgan in Mar ’08 at
$10 per share (down
from $172 in Jan ’07)
Crisis precipitated by
collapse of two
subprime hedge
funds, requiring
$3.2bn bail-out by
Bear
Several class action
suits launched by
investors are ongoing,
with two of its hedge
fund managers in jail
awaiting trial

Primary factor
Secondary factor
Not observed

Slow
Response

• Close-knit senior

Fear of bad
news

Denial

Detachment

Overconfidence

Indifference

Ignorance &
Disregard for
Risk

Poor
communication

Gaming
Ambiguity

Avoidance

Unclear
Tolerance
Lack of
insight

Beat the
system

management group had
been in place for many
years, with 3-4 people
effectively running the
company
• Strong internal belief in
the institution, and an
‘us versus the Street’
renegade culture
• Didn't understand risks
inherent in supersenior tranches of
CDOs
• ‘Sharp practice’ created
enemies on Wall St,
who were happy to
abandon Bear as the
collapse began
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